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Segmentation Benefits Customers
Today’s customers expect—no, they demand relevancy. If what you’re try-
ing to communicate doesn’t connect with them and their issues in a split 
second, you’ve lost them. Knowing who your customers are and what they 
need is a requirement to compete in today’s competitive online world. 
Anticipating what they want and providing value at the right time, place 
and format is what is needed to win... 

What distinguishes online marketing from various forms of database mar-
keting is the incredible wealth of data and the velocity at which everything 
moves. Consequently, businesses that are able to successfully measure, 
segment and digest thousands or even millions of customer transactions 
in a fast and efficient way will realize a significant competitive advantage. 
The proper use of customer information and segments will benefit cus-
tomers too. Customers should perceive the information and offers they 
receive from you as a benefit (if it's relevant) of having a relationship with 
your company. 

How do you touch a customer’s life through segmentation and a data-
base? There are many ways, some of them so simple that we may over-
look them. For example, when I visit Blockbuster.com, they greet me by 
name and more importantly provide me with recommendations based on 
my previous selections and the scores I have given to movies. Personal-
ization is nice, but recommendations are valuable. Blockbuster is able to 
make these recommendations because of the data they have collected 
about me over time and through tracking my behavior.

Not too long ago, I was shopping for light fixtures online. I even put an 
item or two in my shopping cart, but decided to leave the site before 
placing the order. When I revisited the site a few days later I was offered a 
discount on lighting fixtures and I was provided additional information on 
a new line of lighting fixtures that the store was now carrying. This was an 
unexpected benefit and made my shopping experience easier.

Finally, the other day I received an email from an online women’s clothing 
store. It was a brief email from the department manager, reminding me 
of my wife’s upcoming birthday and it contained an offer to gift-wrap and 
send a dress by one of her favorite designers, in her favorite color and size 
in time for her birthday. I snatched up the offer. This business is providing a 
valuable service for their customers and I bet it’s a very profitable one too. It 
made me glad to be in their database. And it was all made possible through 
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engaging Customers on their terms 
Most experienced online marketers could prob-
ably write the curriculum at their local universi-
ties for classes related to various strategies and 
tactics of online marketing. However, it seems 
that many online marketers tend to ignore the 
valuable lessons that database and direct mar-
keters have learned over many years of prac-
ticing their craft. These traditional marketers 
know that marketing is, at its very core, about 
connecting with prospects and customers in a 
meaningful way—on the customer’s terms. The 
online marketer’s challenge is to make sense 
of the vast information that traditional offline 
marketers could only dream of to connect and 
build relationships that benefit not only their 
organization, but also their visitors and custom-
ers. This guide will help you identify your key 
segments and, more importantly, provide you 
with tools and knowledge to better manage 
those segments. 

So, how do you effectively develop relation-
ships with thousands of individuals that come 
to your site? The truth is, while one-to-one 
marketing is a worthy goal—in many cases, 
it just isn’t practical. Just as the catalog or 
direct marketer looks at cluster codes, lifestyle 
overlays, the online marketer needs to create 
meaningful groups or segments that are sig-
nificant as well as manageable. As an online 
marketer you can then develop the marketing 
strategies and tactics that will strenghten your 
relationship and keep them interested in what 
you have to offer. 
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customer intelligence and smart segmentation. 
When done well, segmentation and database 
marketing will make your customers feel con-
tent about having a relationship with you.

As online marketers, we often think of optimiz-
ing our marketing investment simply in terms of 
yielding the highest results such as sales, orders, 
or some other success metric to the lowest com-
mon denominator of everyone on the planet, 
thus gaining the biggest possible results. Over 
the last few years—we’ve pushed every single 
ad, message, promotion, and new site design 
we can think of to the entire world and we treat 
every person as though they are the same per-
son. For example, how often do we say in meet-
ings or to ourselves, “I found a new control!” 
“This new promotion, copy, call-to-action, or 
price, etc., beat the old control by some statisti-
cally significant percentage, thus our overall 
sales should increase proportionately.” Then we 
proceed to “roll it out” to the entire world.

Let’s stop and think about this for a moment. 
What would happen if we could find the pro-
motion, copy, call-to-action, or price that was 
relative and appropriate for every single cus-
tomer or visitor? WOW—Now that would be a 
significant breakthrough! The right message, 
to the right person, at the right time, at the 
right place—true one-to-one marketing! Right. 
Good Luck—but we may not be too far off. (In 
reality, a combination of behavioral, psycho-
graphics and demographic targeting may 
accomplish this. What if we were able to test 
all of our available marketing variables across 
several key segments? Do we believe the yield 
would be greater than simply optimizing to 
the lowest common denominator of everyone 
on the planet that hits our site? Many online 
marketers already do this without realizing it 
through online media or keyword buying. Let’s 
say that your marketing guidelines say you can 
spend a specific amount per order, per lead, 
per customer, etc. and then you proceed to test 
every online display placement or keyword that 
meets that criteria at a statistically significant 
(or least directionally significant) quantity. 

All of the placements or keywords that achieve 
your metric are kept and all those that don’t 
are turned off. Hopefully this example is a gross 
under exaggeration of our efforts—promotions, 
copy, products, pricing, site design, all affect 
the ability of a particular keyword or placement 
to achieve the metrics—and hopefully many of 
these variables are tested exhaustively before 
giving up on promising placements before sim-
ply “shutting them off” because they don’t meet 
the criteria. But, this isn’t the point—by simply 

shutting off placements or keywords, you are in essence segmenting your 
efforts for one of two reasons or the combination thereof: 1) the placement 
is too expensive to work, or 2) the audience (or segments) are not respond-
ing and thus are not the right fit for the particular marketing variables that 
were promoted. If it is working, there were at least enough visitors within 
the placements or keywords that did respond favorably and thus a defacto 
segment is born—sometimes even unbeknownst to us and surrounded in full 
ignorance.

Marketing Segmentation 101
Let’s circle back to the basics and receive a definitional hand from Wikipe-
dia—the epitome of our online wikis. Wikipedia states the following about 
our topic: 

Market segmentation is the process in marketing of dividing 
a market into distinct subsets (segments) that behave in the 
same way or have similar needs. Because each segment is fairly 
homogeneous in their needs and attitudes, they are likely to 
respond similarly to a given marketing strategy. That is, they are 
likely to have similar feelings and ideas about a marketing mix 
comprised of a given product or service, sold at a given price, 
distributed in a certain way, and promoted in a certain way.

… Small segments are often termed niche markets or specialty 
markets…

The process of segmentation is distinct from targeting (choosing 
which segments to address) and positioning (designing an ap-
propriate marketing mix for each segment). The overall intent is 
to identify groups of similar customers and potential customers; 
to prioritise the groups to address; to understand their behavior 
(looks like our friends with a Queen’s English vocabulary got a 
hold of the latest and agreed upon definition—good for them); 
and to respond with appropriate marketing strategies that sat-
isfy the different preferences of each chosen segment.

Improved segmentation can lead to significantly improved marketing effective-
ness. With the right segmentation, the right lists can be purchased, advertising 
results can be improved and customer satisfaction can be increased.

Successful Segmentation 
What are the requirements for successful segmentation? It doesn’t mat-
ter if you want loyal, profitable, growth-oriented or (whatever your positive 
spin) segments, each of your segments should encompass the following: 

Similarities within the segment1. 
Differences between segments2. 
Segments are measurable and identifiable 3. 
Segments are accessible and actionable4. 
Segment should be large enough to be profitable5. 

These criteria can be summarized by the acronym ADAMS:

A  Accessible: it must be possible to reach it efficiently 
D  Differential: it must respond differently to a different marketing mix 
A  Actionable: you must have a product for this segment 
M  Measurable: size and purchasing power can be measured 
S  Substantial: the segment has to be large and profitable enough
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The segmentation variables are categorized 
into several, large “buckets” and examples of 
each are as follows:

In a nutshell, demographics tell us who an audi-
ence is, psychographics describe their attitudes and 
opinions, and behavior tells us what they are doing. 

Remember the “Four Ps of Marketing” from 
your first marketing text book? They become 
the basis of our testing variables to identify our 
individual segments (from Wikipedia, again): 

Product1.  (service) is whatever it may be 
that is being sold/marketed.
Price2.  refers to not only the actual price 
but also price elasticity.
Place3.  has evidently replaced distribution 
simply by where or what area the mar-
keting campaign is going to cover, as 
well as what types of distribution chan-
nel (retail, wholesale, online, etc) will 
be used. Today the idea of place is not 
limited to geographic profiling but also 
demographics and other categorizing 
variables. This has only occurred over 
the last ten years with the expansion of 
internet use and its ability to target spe-
cific types of people and not just people 
in a geographic area.
Promotion4.  simply refers to what medium 
will deliver the message and what the 
overall marketing strategy is offering as 
a benefit.

By combining these variables in different ways, we are enabled to build 
specific segments. Once we have combined sufficient information to cre-
ate a clear picture of a typical member of a segment, we refer to this as an 
audience profile or persona, and in turn develop hypothesized tests made 
up of multiple combinations of the marketing mix to develop more relevant 
experiences to each segment. In essence, this allows us to deliver the right 
message, to the right person (really segment), at the right place, at the 
right time through multiple and relevant engagement experiences.

We can visualize this with the engagement funnel example below as it re-
lates to our websites. Multiple segments, represented by A, B, C, and D, feed 
into the top of the engagement funnel as separate and unique experiences. 
These unique experiences include customized variables from the marketing 
mix including varying media properties as well as relevant messaging, cus-
tom layout / design, and optimized offers within the ads, website, and shop-
ping carts or lead processes. The goal is to continually refine the marketing 
mix at a segment level; if a part of the same segment reacts differently to 
the variables, a new segment creation should be considered. 

Segmentation for Your Site

See more information about Omniture Discover 2.0—a newly-released 
multi-dimensional segmentation application. (Last page of this guide)

Because online marketing is highly trackable, the easiest segmentation 
variables to get at and measure tend to be behavioral in nature. If registra-
tion or purchase information is collected with a shopping cart, lead form, 
or account registration, additional psychographic and demographic data 
can be associated to enrich the behavioral data to optimize the market-
ing mix for each customer segment. The metrics by which sites optimize 
performance may also be used as segmentation dimensions.

engagement funnel

demographiCs
- name, age, gender
- address, phone, 
  e-mail
- occupation, title, 
  social class

psyChographiCs
- personality
- values, attitudes
- interests, lifestyles

Behavior
- actions & activities
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eCommerce and Retail sites optimize heavily 
around not only getting the visitor to place an 
order, but also to increase average order size 
through promotional cross sell techniques. As 
a result, many resources are dedicated to as-
sisting visitors find products via Onsite Search 
technologies as well as combining complimen-
tary products via shopping cart optimizations. 
Segmentation dimensions for such sites could 
include:

Performing an offsite product search  »
within a search engine (knowing the 
keywords)
Onsite product search »
Product page views »
Cart additions/abandons/removals »
Shopping cart process stage abandons »
Check outs »
Selecting varying shipping & handling  »
rates
Response to order confirmation upsells »
Entering promotional codes »

Additional segmentation dimensions can be 
quantifiable in nature; for example, segment-
ing purchasers by average order value tiers 
to identify characteristics that the tiers share 
in common. To add qualitative data to such 
metrics, conduct surveys to gage and correlate 
additional psychographic and demographic 
data to better build profiles representing each 
segment. Behavioral segments who respond to 
a specific email campaign or site promotion by 
adding products to the shopping cart, but later 
abandon and don’t purchase, could be better 
understood through exit pops or email surveys 
asking why they decided not to purchase due 
to price, usability, excessive or slow shipping, 
credibility or privacy issues, etc. 

Once retail/commerce statements are un-
derstood, actions may be taken to optimize 
less profitable segments. For example, those 
who added products to shopping carts, but 
didn’t purchase could be remarketed to and 
sent a promotion (i.e. discount) for the same 
products. Just like the discount offer I received 
when I was shopping for lighting fixtures.

eXample: Segmenting visitors into “browsers” 
and ”vbuyers” based on past purchase history 
is another key segment for many online retail-
ers. Doing so allows you to identify content 
preferred by the more valuable “buyers” 
segment and to place more attention to those 
pages and content while simplifying the navi-
gation to these pages you effectively improve 
the overall customer experience. 

tip: Many web sites have some form of registration process on their site. 
Often these forms ask some relatively non-intrusive questions, such as 
“What year were you born?”, “Gender?” or “Marital status?” Answers to 
these questions can be used to further segment visitors as large demo-
graphic aggregates.

Lead Generation sites, where complex and prolonged sales take place off-
line, optimize the marketing mix around behaviors that eventually lead to 
the closed sale. Such behaviors along the way may include:

Viewing product demos or product-related webinars »
Viewing product pages »
Filling out lead/inquiry forms »
Downloading product information »
Holding a meeting with a company representative »

Demographic and firmagraphic (same as demographic but elements 
specific to companies), data may be appended to each visitor resulting in 
the further clarification and understanding of segments and profiles via 
third-party data appends. Through lead / inquiry forms or surveys, further 
psychographic, demographic and behavioral data may be appended such 
as company size, location, and purchase stage. 

Companies may find behavioral correlations such as a high-propensity to 
hold a meeting with a company representative after having downloaded 
certain product sheets or viewing product-related webinars. By under-
standing such correlations, marketers can then remarket to segments 
that haven’t downloaded such product sheets or attended the webinars, 
promoting such activities.

Advertising and Media sites‘ goal to acquire and direct new visitors to as 
many pages and pieces of content as possible in order to generate adver-
tising views for paying customers. Online marketers for media sites may 
find it useful to look at:

Referring domains as well as search keywords and phrases to overall  »
traffic volumes 
New visitors viewing of individual pages and content »
Conversion metrics that will lead to increased retention and loyalty,  »
such as newsgroup sign-ups, alert features and chat
Campaigns that are successfully driving desired demographic or  »
behavior profiles traffic to your site

Advertisers to your site may also be interested in knowing how their ads 
are resonating with key demographic and psychographic segments. For 
example, “How are their ads performing with females vs. male audienc-
es?” “What are the top pages and content requested by different ages and 
income categories?” “How do those who indicated that they are ‘conser-
vative investors’ like a new ad?”

Customer Support sites will likely key in on the visitors ability to find 
specific kinds of information. As the online marketer for a self-service or 
support site you may want to look at segments including:

“Information found” conversion rates by various visitor groups »
Key words and phrases requested by new visitors »
Time spent on top pages by new or returning visitors »

The performance metrics listed above for the various business models are 
simply a place to start, you may need different metrics and many more 
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omniture disCover 2.0 at a glanCe
Discover provides a vehicle for deeper levels of understanding and analysis 
with instant viewing of click-stream data from any angle for previously un-
defined segments. Armed with this information, decision makers have the 
necessary insight to accurately assess and optimize their online programs and 
deliver greater profitability.

"We use Discover on a daily basis. The more we use it, the more op-
portunities we have uncovered. For example, using Discover's advanced 
segmentation capabilities we have been able to optimize user experience 
for targeted visitor segments to increase their overall page views contribu-
tion, drive a higher number of more qualified monthly unique visitors from 
our marketing efforts, and lower our costs per unique visitor. Discover has 
proven to be an incredible asset to our media business."

"Being able to continuously drill down on traffic metrics to understand 
specific visitor segments, and the commerce activity associated with each 
segment, is invaluable. The deep-dive analysis of Discover 2.0 not only 
enables us to quickly identify site successes and problem areas, but also 
allows us to slice the data different ways to see how each visitor type 
responds to our online initiatives."

depending on your specific needs. The key to 
any metric for any segment is to answer the 
question, “Is the information actionable?” If 
the indicator does not have the potential to 
drive action, it is probably not a good key per-
formance indicator for your business.

Remember—continue to test and continually 
refine marketing mix variables at segment 
levels. The return will be much greater than 
optimizing to the lowest common denomina-
tor of the entire planet! For those of you who 
understand this concept, but don’t practice—
you’re simply leaving profits and growth on 
the table. For those of you who don’t know 
much about segmentation, test a few of the 
hypothesis that have come to your mind while 
reading this. And for those of you who practice 
and know all-things segmentation, please let 
us know what else we could expound upon for 
version 2 of this guide. You’ve just been suc-
cessfully segmented into three groups—under 
which one do you fall? Good luck segmenting!
 

unlimited real-time segmentation  
enables users to create and simultaneously 
compare several customer segments and key 
performance metrics to quickly identify new 
valuable segments and increase the value of 
existing segments.

multi-dimensional site analysis 
allows users to visualize complex non-linear 
site navigation by customer segment using 
color, size, position, movement and volume to 
improve site design, navigation, content layout 
and customer conversion.

virtual foCus group provides a deep 
understanding of the unique experience of 
individual customers and the Web site, facili-
tating improved customer experience, and the 
ability to create focus group segments based 
on desired attributes.

advanCed fallout analysis allows 
users to dynamically build and analyze the 
effectiveness of online processes to improve 
conversion and understand multi-session con-
version across various different content groups.  

dynamiC path flow provides interac-
tive exploration of unique paths customers 
follow through the Web site to optimize 
campaign conversion, content placement 
and site navigation.  
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